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Student Newspaper of the George Washington University Law School,

u.s. News

Ranks GWLaw
School 22nd, Tops in IP
U.S.News & World Report maga-

:.:"

zine, in its annual survey of the best law
schools, ranked GW Law School as a
first tier law school, 22nd overall.
According to U.S.News, the Law'
School was rated 24th in academic reputation by other academics; 21 st in reputation rank by lawyers/judges; 28th in
student selectivity; 53rd in faculty re-"
sources; 19th in placement success. The
median starting salary for GW Law
graduates is $66,000, compared with

.:.~

:.

$73,000 for Georgetown Law Graduates.
Georgetown was ranked 12th and
AmericanUniversity law school ranked
in the third tier (between 75th and 10Oth).
Yale ranked first overall.
In addition to the overall rankings
U.S.News rated law schools by eategory.
GW Law School rated best in the country
in Intellectual Property; fifth in Environmental Law and eighth in International
Law. D

GW Law School Becomes a 60
Minutes Staple
GW Law School becomes
a "60 Minutes" Staple '
," .' JOn:consecutiveweeks,
two GW law professors have
appeared on the television,
newsmagazine, "60 Minutes."
, On . the show, Mike
Wallace and Professor Paul
Butler discussed Butler's ideas
about jury nullification.
Professor Jonathan Turley
appeared on the show to talk
about his "Area 51" lawsuit
' Prof. Paul Buder
against the military' for dumpin~ toxic waste. D
~>:~Il~:

)ua~dist?+:
April 2nd. A8(;() .i':.:
ntpl~each gra~ugi yen .~ticket~·
f(mthe;c~r~mony' down .on. th~ EI~'
lipse. ¥~\t~tickets each will be given
for th$Diploma Ceremony which
\Vill~hel~:arthe
Smith Center.
.Somm~nceme?t .on the Ellipse. is
schedu~ed to. begin at 10 a.m. on
SllI\day19th ~y. Graduates are advisedt() arrive at 9 a.m. to get ready
for theproces~ion; "
Law.School Diploma Ceremonywill takeplace at 2.30 p.m. on
the.s~eday,at
Smith Center. For
thi.sseremony, graduates are advised
to Jineup at the Funger Hall by 1.30
P;J.1l·~?Il0\\-'ingthe, Diploma Ceremon~,ther~wiIJ bea reception in a
big tent at the Law School. In case of
inclem~nt weather, the venue will be
shifted!() the Marvin Center.
'~hetlask:d ifPresidentClinton
,····',~GRADUATION
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Prof. Jonathan TUrley

EJ F Auction Approaches
Julie Axelrod

the auction. Planning for the event has
been continuing since the end of'the fall
semester.
Want a piano lesson with Professor
Some of the more eclectic items that
Larry Mitchell, or a bowling and beer
will be auctioned off this week include a
session with Dean Durand? These are
print by, Senator Barbara Feinstein, a
among the items to be sold at the Equal
whitewater rafting trip for two, Capitals
Justice Foundation's upcoming Spring , and Bullets tickets, and one-month passes
Auction. The annual auction, themed .
at local health clubs. Dean Durand is
"Agents for Change," will be held this
offering Bowling and Beer for four, with
Thursday, March 28 at 4:00 on the quad.
the promise that he will disclose exactly
This year's auctioneers include Profeswhat it is that he does (in order to dispel
sors Jonathan Turley, Mary Cheh, and
any lingering doubts' after this year's
Eric Sirulnik.
Law Revue): Professors Cottrol and
Last year the EJF raised $15,000
Rietze will be offering a shooting lesson.
through the Spring Auction and expects
Professor Shaffner has donated lunch for
to mise even more this year. Money
two at Kinkeads, Professor Josh Schwartz
raised by the auction goes toward awardhas offered a kosher Chinese meal. Proing summer grants to students workingfessor Peter Meyer has donated lunch
in unpaid public interest positions. The
, and .a tennis' match. Professor Larry
members of the ElF Board decide which" .
Mitchell has donated a choice between a
students will receive the grants based on
two hour piano lesson or an accompanythe particular job, the student's level of
ing string player. And Professors Butler'
experience, and level of effort put into
See AUCTION page 3,
StafTWriler
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Financial Aid

News'
-

'

Students planning to apply for
GWaid or federal loan aid for 19961997 should check with the Financial
• Aid Office around the beginning of
April to see if all forms are ready for
pick-up. In the meantime-*By now, every student should
have received a Renewal FAFSA application from the federal government.
As soon asyour 1995 federal income
taxes are completed, you and your
parents (if you 're under 30) should file
FAFSA. This year, OW will receive
FAFSA data electronically through a
connection with the federal processing center. You will still receive a
SAR (Student Aid Report), which you
will need to sign and submit with your
other loan/aid documents.
*As soon as you can, file your
1995 federal tax returns, and persuade
your parents to-dothe Same: Financial
Aid requires all pages and schedules of
the 1995 federal tax returns.
*The College
Scholarship
Service's PROFILE registration form
has been available in the Law Financial Aid Office for several months.
This should be filed now, so that CSS
will send you the four-page PROFILE
form. Once taxes are completed, you
and your parents will be filing this
need analysis form.
*If you attended any other colleges this past summer, or will do so
this year, remember that a Financial
Aid Transcript needs to be submitted
by the school to GWU for you. If you
have never applied for aid at GW
before, then FATs for any post-secondary school you've ever attended
need to be sent to us.
*The other forms for GW and
federal aid-the verification worksheet,
the application forGW aid, the Stafford
and private loan application forms-should be available in our office for
See FINANCIAL AID page 3.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Response to Professor Butler.'s

Georgetown University Men's Basketball Head Coach John Thompson loves to play the slot machines. Inserting the coins and pulling the
lever on the off chance, a machine will payoff is both relaxing and
satisfying to Coach Thompson. No big deal.
,
-However, Coach Thompson's decision to purchase a ten percent
share of the slot machine concession at Las Vegas' McCarran Airport was
a mistake. As of this writing, Coach Thompson had withdrawn his
intention to buy into the slot machine concession, at the insistence of the
university's president, the Reverend Leo O'Donovan. Reverend
"
O'Donovan warned Coach Thompson off the plan, and the Coach did the
right thing by acceding to the wishes ofa man who has been his close
friend and loyal supporter.
Image-matters in the lucrative and
~
high-pressured world of big-time college
'..,
0
basketball. Point shaving in New York in
the 1950s and at Tulane University in the
1980s devastated college basketball and
further sullied the reputation of a sport
'.
known for its corruption and moral degeneracy. When gambling gets its
foot inside the door of any major sport, trouble always follows. Only fools
believe boxing and horse racing have not suffered for their submission to
Las Vegas. College basketball must not squat in the same squalid pit as
organized betting and gambling.
'
, Of course, as Coach Thompson points out, the business he wanted to
invest in is solely interested in running over 1000 slot machines. How
could slot machines translate into trouble for college basketball? True
enough. However, the company could become involved, in some way,
with other-more dangerous-gambling
interests in Las Vegas. That,
would bea catastrophe. Coach Thompson correctly pointed out that
college coaches are allowed to own race horses. He mentioned the
racially-charged issue oflegendary Kentucky Coach Adolph Rupp, who
-owned race horses and fielded some of the last all-white college basketrbilll teams. Of course, Coach Thompson is correct that it is unfair to bar
.,.him 'from owning slot machines while others in his position may own
facing horses. This is an intolerable double-standard. However, the way
to remedy this double-standard is not to extend the power of gambling or
gambling-related interests in college basketball. The National Collegiate
Athletic Association ("NCAA") should move immediately to "encourage" head coaches to sell their racing horses and any other gaming
interests. The integrity of college basketball could be at stake.
The integrity of Coach Thompson could also be at stake. Those of us
who admire him and believe he is the best coach in college basketball do
not want his name linked with the Las Vegas gaming industry. Coach
Thompson has run a squeaky-clean operation at Georgetown. He does not
need to violate recruiting rules because talented young kids line up for
miles for the chance to learn the game under his strong hand. In an oily
seaofdecadence.Coach Thompson stands out as an island of integrity and
honesty. Furthermore, Georgetown University isa schoolrun by Catholic
priests who still nobly attempt to produce students who are not only
intelligent and disciplined, but who, are also morally upright. Ties to the
gaming industry are just what the university does not need.
TIle Coach is indisputably correct that increasing the commercial
power of African-Americans is critically important. He is also correct
when he says that African-Americans are virtually absent from the
gaming industry. However, that does not mean that the gaming industry
is where Coach Thompson should put his money. African-Americans are
WIder-represented in virtually every industry (except Fox Television
sitcoms). Coach Thompson should find another industry, kick its closed
doors down, and encourage other African-Americans to join him there.
If anyone can do it, the great man can.

H

use
Editorial

Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views ofThe George Washington
" University Law School House Editorials represent the views 0/ a majority ofThe Advocate
Editorial Board. Any person objecting to views expressed in House Editorials are invited
,to express their opinions in a letter to the editor. Editorial Policies of The Advocate are
available for inspection by any person during normal business hours.

Appearance

on 60 Minutes

To the Editor:
My office has received a few calls following the March 10 edition of"60 Minutes." A
segment of the program was devoted to the issue of jury nullification.a topic that received some
attention at the conclusion of the O.J. Simpson trial. The reason that I am hearing from viewers
is that a proponent of jury nullification who was interviewed on the program is Paul Butler, a
faculty member of our Law School.
The issue that I want to stress at the outset relates to the nature of the University and the
academic traditions that have served our nation well since its inception. Even though we may
disagree, as do I, with some aspects or even all of Professor Butler'sthesis--and believe me some
of his colleagues do dissent from what he advocates, among them his own Harvard Law School
teacher, Professor Randall Kennedy, who also appeared on the "60 Minutes" television
program-that does not mean we should ignore our principles of academic freedom. Our
position, and that of most reputable institutions of higher learning, is that all faculty members,
including over 1,400 of them at GW, are entitled, even encouraged, to speak their mind,
~especially on subjects related to their academic discipline. The principle of academic freedom
permits, indeed almost demands, that faculty be at the cutting edge, saying all sorts of things-some popular, some unpopular, some provocative, some middle of the road, some right, some
- left, some positive, some cranky. Our universities should not stifle the voices of those with
whom we might disagree. Even, perhaps particularly, when we fervently disagree! We are a
great nation because our traditions permit the freedom of expression and dissent from the
standard point of view. We are the home of the world's finest universities because we do not
terminate' for that reason alone faculty members who say things that are unpopular or unpleasant '
to hear.
Some who contact me express concern that Professor Butler's students are possibly being
"brainwashed" by such views. I am highly skeptical of that. Most of our law students are mature
men and women. ,We can hardly get them to agree on the most basic topics that come up in
class or listen to the advice of their Dean or me, let alone follow slavishlyihe points made by' .,
a single professor.
On the matter of Professor Butler advocating that juries subvert the law to address
inequalities inthe way that society treats certain perpetrators of crimes, I do personally dissent.
I would argue that ifthere is no law, then anything is possible. Laws are created to protect us
all and especially the weak, for surely the strong can take care of themselves. Ifpersons are
not being treated fairl ywithin the law, I cannot concur ina strategy that outlaws the law. Rather,
we must change the law so that it bolsters those who need its protection and reflects the morality
we esteem and celebrate.
Cordially,
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
President

Where Is My Apology, M~, President?
by Alberto Rivera-Fournier
I don't know about you,but I am just
about fedup with the moral charades of the
President of this University. You know who
I'm talking about, the Yale-trained lawyer'turned-h igher-education"guru"entrepeneur who once told a reporter "it
could be a while before we dispatch Harvard
Law School, but what are dreams for?" You
know him, the guy who continually refused
until this year to fork over the money that we
pay (or for that matter, borrow) for a firstrate education.
Yes, the same guy who (talk about
moral proselytism) wanted to offer a
$100,000 basketball scholarship to Richie
Parker, who had been convicted of sexual
assault; backed down under pressure from
school officials; and then, to throw water
over all the fuss, offered a full $100,000
academic scholarship to the victim, as if

that would put adam on the whole thing. Oh
yeah, he's the same guy who, adminstrator
"guru" that he is, did not come up with a
back-up plan -for the 1995 commencement
ceremonies of (5,000)??? graduates in the
muddy grounds of the mall; who, when it
started to rain, told the graduates and their
families (who had invested a good amount
of money as any good entrepeneur would do
for the future of their children and a traditional ceremony) that the whole ritual was
over, at least for the next two weeks, and that
no refunds for their soaked but yet-to-becrowned-with-a-diploma gowns would be
available (the administration later bowed to
. the "public relations" pressure.)
The guy (should Igoon)whocalledlaw
students who demonstrated against the retentionof tuition money by the University
"cranky ... selfish. " parochial ... and you
should be better informed." The guy who
~
See APOLOGY page 7.
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Spring Semester 1996*
Publication Schedule
January 22
February 5
February 19
March 4
March 25
April 1

April 8
• Publication Schedule subject to'
change without notice.
"
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ates, including "law '.school,' Columbus

will speak at the Commencement,
Dean Jenkins said, "I am sure if'President Clinton would accept our invitationitwillbeagreatcommencement.
Obviously, when dealing with such a
high official we don't get confinnation this far in advance."
A Reception for all law school
graduates (including families and
friends) is scheduled to take place at
2 p.m. on Saturday the 18th in the
foyer and courtyard off Rayburn

school and all others. I hope that all this
would be firmIater," ... ..
Ms. Roseanne O'Haraofthe Records
Office said that the grades won't be in
until the Friday before the Graduation.
Students who applied for' graduation
should make their arrangements to at-,
tend the ceremony. If they still have to
take summer courses, they will be given
a diploma cover without the' diploma.'
"Nobody in the audience will know the
difference," she said. "This is how we
have done it for 15 years." CI

House office building.
There will be an awards ceremony at
the law school. This will be by invitation
to persons who won the awards. The
Awards Ceremony will take place at 2.30
p.m. on Saturday the I 8th,the day before
graduation. This is scheduled to take
place at LLl 0 I in the-law school.
"One more thing," Dean Jenkins
said, "on Saturday, 18th at 8.30 p.m.
there will be a Monumental Celebration
at Union Station for all university gradu-

,'<:-':'

COO: Fall Interview Program Information'
Every fall, The George Washington University Law School's Fall
Interview Program (FIP) brings over
two-hundred legal employers, primarily large law firms, to Washington, D.C. to interview second.jhird
and fourth yearGW law students..
-The Career Development Office also
sponsors falloff-campus "Regional"
recruitment programs. This year six
.Regional Interview Programs in At:lanta, 'Chicago, Los Angeles, New 'v-.
York City, . Philadelphia, .and San
Francisco' are scheduled.
All stu- ""
dents who have never participated in
~~:~~~a:h:~~I~~~;~:r~oe:~:;~"A

11th at 12:00pm in L20l.Thursday,
April 11th at 4:10pm in L201.
Due to limited space, students must
sign up for a session in The COO Resource Library at 2000 G St by March
29th. If you have never participated, but
are interested in doing so this fall, you
should consider attendance at this meeting mandatory. Don't miss your chance
to get a detailed explanation of the prO:"
.gram and to ask questions!
Those students who interviewed last
fall are not requiredto attend .th~me~t;, ,.' "
ing. However" these students should
:
,....,

note the important registration deadline
for this year's program. This year, students will need to register for the FIP by
ApriI19,1996.
Registration forms will:
beplacedinstudentmailslotsbeginning.
Apri13, 1996 ..Studentsmu~ r:eg~sterby:
thedeadline in order to participatein the
program and to receive a copy of the:
1996 National Association for Law PlacementDirectory. Asyouknow,theNm.
Directory is a comprehensive 'catalog
with hiringinformation
for la~ firms,'
,~ov,~~~~t,agencies;: pUblic~rvice or-:
, "
,,"
.See CDO page4.
..
.,
,
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ers 'conduct interviews, when stu- ::,;::,:" and Brauneis are once"
c .
dents register .and other .important " ''', ~.; again offering a racquetdetails at the session .• We· offer the
ball tournament.'
session more than once on the followThe ElF Board
ingdates to accommodate students'
licits donations from pro- '
with different class schedules."
fessors as well as Con»; Monday; April 1st at 4:00pm in
gressmen, such as Newt
L20 l. Monday, April 1st at 5:00pm
Gringrich, who last year
in L201(EVENINGSTUDENTS
donated a signed copy of
ONLY!).
Tuesday, April 2nd at
the
Contract
with'
12:00pm in LLl 02. Thursday, April
America. '
Both BarBri arid
West bar reviews have
donated heavily to both
the auction as well as last
week's bar review at the'
Ha' Penny Lion, which
was also sponsored by
EJF.
Students applying
pick-up by April 15. Thosestudents
for the grants are required
who meet our May 10 deadline for
to solicit five items, three
receipt of all documents and analy-.
of which must be valued
ses--including FAFSAand PROFILE
over $50. The criteria
electronic data from the processors-:
for soliciting the Items is
are assured the earliest financial aid
tougher this year, makdecision. If you miss this deadline,
ing the ElF optimistic
you are not excluded from considerProfessor Eric Sirulnik at last year's ElF Spring
about the expected ination! Decisions' are made in the
Auction, which raised $15,000 for student grants.
come. EJF expects 20
order files are marked" complete" for
students to, apply for
financial aid.
grants of approximately $2300 each.
professor appears in each picture. EJF
Any questions on these proceLast year, 16 students applied for five to
will be selling t-shirts all week and is still
dures should be addressed to Law '
six grants, also of $2300 each.
accepting pledges from. students who
Financial Aid, at 202-994-6592. Our
This week, consistent with the
wish to donate a portion of their summer"
office is located at 2003 G Street
theme of" Agents of Change," EJF will
income toward this event. Students who:
N.W., Room 102, and our hours are 9
be posting pictures of professors when
are interested in donating should contact;
a.m. to.5:30 p.m., Monday through
, they were younger and selling raffle
Dawn Friedkin (2L). 0
.
Friday. 0
tickets for those who can guess which

'so-

I

FINANCIAL
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Law School News
New PLiblic Interest
F~H(jWshipsAvaila.ble

pleted. Shapiro Fellows also' may receive academic credit for. their work
through the Outside Placement Program
,(Law633):
.
..,
hours per week for 12 weeks during both
To apply for the Shapiro Public
the fall and spring semesters. The nonService Fellowship, students must make
'Beginning fall 1996, two or three
profit public interest organizations where
arrangements with a public service emstudentswill be selectedto serve as "J.B.
students arrange to work must be located
ployer and submit an Employer Comand Maurice,C.:Shapiro Public Service
in the D;C. area.PI"eference
will be
mitment Letter (contained in the appliFellows" and will receive awards of
giventoapplicant~representing,directly
cation packet) with their completed apto $10,000 per year in tuition remission.
or indirectly , indigent individuals or
plication. As financial need is a factorin
This new fellowship program will propopulations, interests that would not oththe award of these Fellowships, students
vide financial assistance to third year
erwise be adequately represented, and
must provide financial information if
students doing part-time internships at
environmental organizations; however,
they do not have a current financial
non-profit public service organizations
all public interest work will be considprofile on file in the G.W. Law School
during the academic year. Applications
ered. Students are not permitted to reFinancial Aid Office.
are available now in the Career Developceive any compensation from the public
TheLB. and Maurice C. Shapiro
ment Office and must be returned by
-service employer.
Public Service Fellowship Program seeks
May3,1996.
...... ".'..,",
'Students selected for the Shapiro
to provide students with the opportunity
To be eligible forthis program, third ""
Public Service Fellowship Program will
to perform legal work for public interest
year students must commit to work 20'"
receive financialaidiri the formof'credit "··organizations by providing compensa,:::,.·cd';;i~Jktg..;agairisttuitionfortheir
third year oflaw·)'.·cti6n
for such work. A program deserip..:......,=.,. s~h<>oLHalf ofthe'annual award amountil~U tion and application packet are available
,,'
ViilLbeprovisionallycredited
against ';'('atthe
COO. Completed applications
<tic'
tuition atthe beginning of each semester,
. (including Employer Commitment Let"j::;.)",
and will be converted into a final credit,
ter and. financial profile. information)
.. ' .
after the public interest employer certi- .
must be submitted to the Career DevelfieS}hatt~e_reqtiire~,w()r~,wa§
'com-c.
opment Office byMay,~,1996.
0
>

up

r-----------..,.;... ........ <:
New ,
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By Professor Paul Butler
.The law school will award at
graduation the J.B. and Maurice o-f
Shapiro Prizes to four graduating
students who have shown particu-j".
. lar dedication to or achievement in ,
public service or environmental law. :,.
Two Prizes will be awarded in public interest law and two in environ- ,
mental law. ; Each Priie'willbe,n;:
apprOximately $7,000.To be eligiyle for the Shapiro,
Prize\the student must be graduating in the J.D. program this year,
and trtust have attended George'
Washington University for at least
the second and third year of law
schooL.' The applicant must submit
an application, resume, transcript
and an essay describing
the
applicant's commitment to and experierice in public interest or en vi- .
ronmeittal work. Applications are
available in the Career Development Office and must be returned
by April 8, 1996. .
A subcommittee of the' law
school's public interest committee
and a committee of the Environmental Law faculty will reviewap- ,
plications and select prize recipients. Each committee consists of
three members of the faculty.

Library News
,,;z.:f;;l

,."iThe copies ofexams will be ready. for
,,):,~yout()pickup
,after3,Prnthe following
Library Hours ReadhiglExam '",'.'"
at the 'Circulation Desk." '
Germalne Leahy« '2.

•,

.,

'.

.

>,! , ",'

.'.

day

Period
Library Research Programs
: April 21, Sunday 9am-Il:45pm
April 22-25, Mon.-Thurs.
8am11:45pm
",April26,
Friday 8am711:45pm
.,April27, Saturday 9am-:ll:45pm
,•.. ApriI28, Sunday 9am-l:45am
, . April 29-May 2, Mon.- Thurs Bam1:45pm .... ' ,.,.
, May 3,Friday 8am-7:45pm

,;Law Library

Use Over The

.,Summer
Any GWU law student needing use
of another law library during the summer
can request a letter of introduction from
the Jacob Burns Law Library requesting
use of that law library for academic
purposes (not including studying for the
bar or working for a law firm).
Exams For Sale
Just a reminder that the Library provides copies of exams to law students.
Cost is,the same as the students pay for
making the copies themselves. The list
of exams available for purchase is located at the Circulation Desk. All you
have to do is mark the exams you wish to
purchase, submit a check or cash for the
exact amount of the order and give it to
~he Circulation Assistant at the Desk.

The librarians have greatly enjoyed
teaching the many Library research programs offered to students this semester.
These sessions give us a unique opportunity to meet students and provide them
with additional assistance in specialized
areas of research.
.
Weare planning to continue to offer
these specialized sessions during the next
.schoolyear. We have had many suggestions from,students on the program evaluations as to other types of sessions students would like to see' offered. If you
would like to contribute any other ideasl
comments on these research programs,
pJease stop by the reference desk to drop
off your ideas or contact Gennaine Leahy,
X4855I, Head of Reference.
0

THE
END'IS
NEAR!!
o

CI)O from page 3.
ganizations and corporations. It lists
information on the majority of organizations that will participate in the Fall and
Regional Interview Programs. There is
no charge for the directory. However,
the COO will not accept orders for this
book after April 19th. Students who do
not register for the FIP by April 19th may
use the copies on reserve in the Resource
Library, or order one from NALP for
$30.00. The COO will alert students
when the directories are available for
pick up at the end of the semester. Students are also advised that the CDO does
not have any summer addresses from last
year's interview program. Even if you
participated in the program last year, you
must register for the program again this
year. 0

GWUSummer
Offerings: Visit the
Olympics, Paint in
Corfu
Worried that you might have chosen
the wrong career? Other University departments are trying to convince you of
, it with their summer course offerings .
For example, the tourism studies department is sponsoring a three-credit class:
"The 1996 Olympic Experience." The
class, to be held in Atlanta on July 16-25,
1996, will focus on the management,
marketing and societal impact of the
games. It will include site visits and
meetings with the athletes, Olympic officials and corporate sponsors. It is open
to graduate students, and undergraduates.with permission.
Unfortunately for tourism studies
students, the Olympics class will con- .
flict with "Tourism, Studies in Costa
Rica," a three-credit, four-week class
which will examine sustainable tourism
in Costa Rica at various hotels and tourist sites throughout the country.
Not to be outdone, the University's
Fine Arts Department is offering "Landscape Painting in Corfu, Greece," a
three-credit course that lasts from May
15-June 15, 1996. It involves visits to the'
Acropolis, the National Gallery of
Greece, and the Oracle of Delphi.
Inaddition, the biology department
, has served up "Tropical Marine Biology
in the Bahamas." According to the
GWU's course offering booklet, this class
will take place on "the shores of San
Salvador, one of the outer unspoiled
islands of the Bahamian archipelago
noted for its clarity, beauty and biotic
diversity." Fortunately, neither this class,
nor the landscape painting in Corfu class,
conflicts with the Olympics class.
0
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eoliffct1I,C~rrectnessRuns RamptJntAtOur
Once again, our law school has shown how right
thinking and thoroughly up to date we are.' Reacting to
a flyer entitled' "Homophobia Runs Rampant at OW
Law," the administration immediately promulgated a
letter, printed in this honorable forum, stating,with the
utmost of pluck, that "[w]e want to make it crystal clear
that if we catch an individual defacing signs or otherwise
wrongfully interfering with the school or of its student
organizations" and the ever so definite "or otherwise
, acting improperly," that they will take the ever so
definite measure of "whatever steps are necessary." So
you can't go around destroying other people's property. '.
Like I needed to go to the handbook to figure that out. .
They threw in that they won't
interfere With our First Amendment rights. Thanks; I suppose
.'
it's impl!ed they won't.yiolate··
'....••
the Geneva Convention .. ' -:
'. :',.
This was not exactly akin to
.
the list of grievances contained ln.
Martinl.uther's Ninety- Fi veThesis tacked to the door of
the CatholicChurch before he went off and started a
reformation-csome smuck Wrote "Kill Gays"ona wall.
I know Holden Caulfied in' The Catcher in the Rye lost
all .composure •when l1eSaw' the .'wOrds "FuckYou"
printed on a bathroom wall, but this is not the type of
thing that adults get worked up about. Usually, by the
time your thirteen perhaps, you realize that the world is

I

One ofthe best professors at this law school happens
to be gay. .Perhaps-call me crazy--we should be proud
of this person for being a good teacher (once a strong
consideration in the selectionoffaculty) and not because
of the teacher's addlton to "diversity."
. The administration might want to jot this down.
Some people don't approve of homosexuality.
They
think it's a sin. They pick this up from church and stuff.
They might not be vocal about it because the P.C. police
might lynch them, but they don't appreciate the law
school picking a side in the culture wars. I agree with
. them. Law schools shouldn't tell you abortion is wrong.
Law schools shouldn't tell you we need less handgun
control. Law schools shouldn't
tell you that homosexuality is an
" acceptable form of behavior.
Law School administrators,
,
functioning qua law school administrators should remain neutral to controversial political issues; They shouldn't be "Christian-phobic;"
.
I don't think that homosexuality is a sin. Frankly,
I don't care what two consenting adults do in the pri vacy
oftheirown bedroom. If'theywant to jump up and down
on a pogo stick ina bunny outfit watching Lone Ranger
reruns, let them. But I want to come to that conclusion
on my own. I don't want the law school administration
ora "sensitivity training" session to do it for me.
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gentleman could not be further from the truth. Tolerance
is an approach to liberty. It is a libertarian ideal that one
should not interfere With the rights of his fellow man.
What tolerance is not is a mandate that an individual find
validity in all view points and pass no judgement.
As Allen Bloom has observed in The Closing of the
American Mind, we have been taught by the liberal
academia, the very people who once occupied that
administration buildings but are now the administration,
..' that there is no such thing as good. We have been taught
that there is no such things as a bad idea and that there
is no role for moral judgement. The only value we learn
is "openness."
Such thoughts stymie the search for the truth and the
good for they deny their very existence. It discourages
scrutiny and analysis for the quest for true enlightenment
would be a vain and hollow struggle .. In the end; no one
would be right. "Openness" is the end of the search for
the good, in a world where no one is wrong and all beliefs
are valid.
Tolerance is not the end of the search for the good.
It is the protectorate of the right to search for the good and
to proclaim with lofty bravado that you have found it.
Tolerance countenances invalid ideas. Tolerance accommodates the right for people to find the morality or
immorality of homosexuality, and to decry with unbridled furor the folly in the opposing belief system. 0
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more suitable for a pornographic movie) concluded that, " ',". spectives."

"Homophobia Runs Rampant at GW Law." Theconclusion is not only puerile, it's dishonest.
If I wrote,
, "Homosexual Recruitment Runs Rampant at GW" because I saw an invitation for ahomosexual encounter on
a bathroom wall, people would think, and correctly so,
that I was a few eggs short of a full dozen. One bathroom
scrivener does not a university make.
,.
'.
So what resulted in this violation of human rights
that surpassed the genocide in Bosnia? Well.vtwo'dykes
and a blonde" decided to have a press conference. And
they had a tum out that surpassed many Enrichment
Series Programs.' Who. wants to see constitutional .
scholars when you can visit three students whose distinguished credentials include that have found a Xerox
machine and bought some bright-glo paper down at
Office-Depot? Apparently, a lot was resolved. Everyone agreed you shouldn't hate and then everyone patted
each other on the back and went home. That's engaging:
But the letter ... The letter goes on to state that the
administration is proud ofthe many gay and lesbians that
attend and teach at this law school, Let me break this
down a little bit for you liberals that have said this enfant
terrible has gone a little overboard in the past. If you are
, proud of something, you must think it good. No matter
how hard. one may try to wiggle out of this, the plain
import of this statement is that the administration is
proclaiming that it is good to be a homosexual, and that
the administration considers it desirable, in the interest
of diversity, to have, many homosexuals at the law
school, The letter-would simply make no sense "if the
administration was neutral to homosexuality.
.. .

First; what homosexu-

alsseek ISto undermine the values held by individuals within the
heterosexual majority.
[This is
the chief motivating force behind
~ay efforts for state recognition of
homosexual marriages. Many of
. the so-called "real" reasons may
just as easily be accomplished by
othermeans.] Make no mistake
about it, if a "sensitivity training"
was made mandatory, we would
all be subjected to a barrage of
propaganda loudly proclaiming
that it is O.K. to be gay, and that
only benighted would claim contrary. Second, who informed this
young man that he has a right to
have everyone think his view point
is valid? Clearly this individual
must think there is no such thing as
wrong, and that. there is no such
thing as an invalid view point. He
would suggestthat morality is relative to the individual and that there
is no such thing as an objective
good that could be discerned with
the faculties of man. He states that
"[t]oleranceisanapproachtomoral
judgment which simply seeks to
acknowledge the value of all opin'ions on issues of morality.'" The
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APOLOGY (rampage
says he runs "a$SOO million conglomerate" and, "on the
side we do some education" while he hands out cushy
deals to companies headed by GWU trustees. The guy
who agreed to "construct and share a Foggy Bottom
building with WET A" at 21st and H street, was rebuffed
by members of Congress, but still has plans to construct
a building to house something called The National
Communications Center '(which after some years will
bear the name GWU Communications Center). Do you
think the building could be put to better use by say, using
it fornew classrooms and more space for the law school?
I mean, it's just an idea.
But worst of all, this is the guy who wants to teach
a "moral [lesson] ... intended for the instruction of our
present students everywhere in the University, for the
faculty..and for the administration ... [get this] it is a
lesson for all Americans." Yes, the lesson is: stand up
for what you believe in and get sanctioned for it.
Although I personally did not agree with the lawsuit, I
commend the three students who did because they felt
that they were being wronged in their pursuit of an
excellent education (as I think we all do to some extent)
and decided after numerous unsuccessful meetings with
the adminstration to do something about it.
But now the Trachtenburger wants to teach a moral
lesson. The penalty for not saying "I'm sorry, allmighty
Prez, we were wrong" is $10,000 in attorney's fees for
opposing a motion for class action certification. Well,
I say to you Mr. TracklObird, where is MY apology?'.
Where is MY apology for your moral relativism as
the ambassador of this University?
Where is MY apology for failing to print in the
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admission packet of this law school a disclaimer
that states: "yollwill have noidea where 40% of
your money goes once you are accepted. But we
are sure your contribution willbenefit the whole student
..body in many intangible ways."
, Where is MY apology when you printed an article
arguing the District of Columbia think about becoming a Commonwealth like Puerto Rico - my home country "a half-step between statehood and what we have now"
- when that political system has kept Puerto Rico as a
.virtual colony of the U.S. for almost 100 years, with
concomitant social, political and economic problems?
Where is MY apology when I go the library to print
out something ina computer (I computer for every 50
students, I should point out) and find both pay-as-youprint printers out of commission, for DAYS AT A TIME.
Where is MY apology for having to go to a cafe to
study because the library is so cramped that trying to fit
another human being in there would tip the pressurized
environment of the library's cabin?
Where is MY apology for taking approximately
$8400 out of my pocket and making it disappear in godknows-what other university services that I never get to,
use or enjoy or that I don't know even exist?
.
Where is MY apology when I can't fit through the
halls of the third floor of Lerner-Stockton-Burns building (in my view, it is just one big schizophrenic building
) at II a.m. because there aren't enough sardine cans to
fit all of us?,
Where is MY apology for not having the cojones to
accept responsibility for the "milking" of the law school
in front of the ABA Committee on Accreditation and
instead reluctantly agreed, after hearing Dean Friedenthal
express his preference for a present tuition retention
plan, to start gi ving back some of our rightful money that

2.'

~

was .being gobbled' up somewhere in the behemoth
machinery of this Corporate University?;',
'. ,....~'~
Where is MY apology for trying to bribe the student
body of this law school by "giving" us $100,000 dollars
to allocate during an academic year in student concerns
when we shouldn't have all these concerns in the first
place (i.e., clinics, D.C. Students in Court, Computers,
working staplers!!!)
Where is MY apology for having the temerity to say
that "actions have consequences" when your actions
have had a devastating effect on this Law School's
reputation and morale, yet you STILL HAVE A JOB!!!?
Where is MY apology for failing to address the
concerns of this law school ina student forum, instead of
shouting at us in the streets?
The President of a university should provide leadership, excellence and a unifying vision, not promote
division, turf-fights and personal vendettas. When the
President of a university fails to address the concerns of
its student body he must be prepared to face the consequences. When he fails to even acknowledge that there
is a problem, then he must consider how effective he is
at hisjob, But most importantly, when he wants to teach
students' moral lesson, he should take a goodlike at
himself in the mirror.
'
Our fellow law graduates took it upon themsel ves to
put the fmancial problems of this. university in the
"public limelight"because the President of this University failed to effectively address the concerns of the law
school student body. Although the administration says
otherwise, it is. apparent that the "limelight" had the
desired effect. We now have a tuition retention plan, and
not a "beyond 20QO" endowment plan for our children.
And it seems the President is still reeling about it to the
tune of a $10,000 "moral" sanction.
[J
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because the homosexual characters arethe most sympaset "The Birdcage" in a sensual, but relatively tame
thetic, but others will complain that Hollywood only
alternate universe where homosexuals are tolerated and
,-:.<;uses homosexuals as victims ("Philadelphia") or laughbefriended by their neighbors. Mr. Williams and Mr.
able prancing queers ("To Wong Foo").There is some
Lane play (respectively) Armand and Albert, a middlevalidity to those complaints, but I for one, am willing to,
aged gay couple who live tn a sumptuous and semioverlook those points because "The Birdcage" is such an
. pornographic apartment above. their drag queen night
By Thomas S. Threlkeld
enjoyablemovie.
Maybe this is not the sort of movie
show club. Albert plays Starina, the favorite performer
. SportslEntertainment Editor
Queer Nation or Act Up want produced, butit is awfully
of the gay and straight clientele, while Armand runs the
funny.
club and directs the shows.
The commercial success of "The Birdcage" ensures
After a brief and youthM heterosexual fling, Armand
that Hollywood will send more drag queen movies our
fathered a son, Val (played by Dan Futterman), raising
way. That is unfortunate: Just for' once, it would be
him with Albert. The farcical plot unwinds when college
? Veteran comedic actor Robin Williams gets top
interesting to see a movie about gays played straight-df
. "boy, Val returns to South, Beach to teU his parents that he
billing in "The Birdcage," but his co-star, Nathan Lane,
you will pardon the word. The film industry still shies
is engaged to the daughter of right-wing Senator Keeley ,
really owns the show. "The Birdcage" is based on the .
away from making movies about gays that are not dying
(played brilliantly by Gene Hackman). The Senator was
French
"La Cage aux Folies," and devotees of the
or dressed like women or dying while dressed like
devastated when his close political ally was found dead
original may complain about this American remake ..
women.
Well-made movies about "normal" gays would
in
the
company
of
a
prostitute.
Desperate
for
some
good
However, small-minded nitpicking is out of place here
not
only
entertain,
but also enlighten. Straight audiences
publicity,
Keeley
decides
to
head
down
to
South
Beach
because this is the cleverest comedy Hollywood has
would
be
invited
to
understand gays, rather than weep for
to
meet
his
future
son-in-law's
family
and
announce
a
produced since "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels."
them
or
laugh
at
them.
Wouldn't that be something?
good
old-fashioned
family
values
wedding.
Director Mike Nichols and screenwriter Elaine May ..
Val is terrified that the Senator will prohibit the
marriage ifhe learns of Val's unusual family situation.
Originally, the plan is to pass Albert offasVal's straight
uncle by teaching Albert (who is so flamboyantly femi"DownPeriscope" is a new comedy that is as bad as
nine that Armand describes him as "practically a breast")
the. "The Birdcage" is good. The plot is thin and shopto behave like a man; These scenes are probably the
worn, Kelsey Grammer plays Tom Dodge, a maverick
funniest inthe movie, as Armand tells Albert to walk like'
submarine executive officer who wants his own comJohn Wayne, drink tea without sticking his pinkie in the
. mand. The top brass, nervous about Dodge's unorthodox
air, and talk authoritatively about the Miami Dolphins.
ways, gives him arustbucket diesel sub and a crew of
,~, For some reason, I cari:iget this Beach BO;5 song
When impersonating a straight man proves to be beyond
dimwitted misfits. His mission is to test America's
outof m y head. While I work on that; let me provide you
Albert's considerable ability, he is told to take a powder
coastal defenses by trying to infiltrate. harbors on the
a little info: '
i
for a night .and is replaced by Val's biological mother,
eastern seaboard. Of course; the hostile officer.in charge
Katherine (Christine Baranski).
. "
.: ~Jtem i: A remi~der to all current first-year students
of the mission (played by Bruce Dern), tries to rig the
that'you will be .registering. for Fall 1996; classes on
To complete the deceit, Armand. redecorates his
game against Captain Dodge.
Wednesday, March 27, 1996f!"om 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. in ..'
apartment by banishing all the homoerotic statuary and
Mr. Grammer is the most accomplished comedy
room LLl 0 L Dean Robinson and/or I will be at this"
replacing it with a huge crucifix. More than anything
, actor on television and his talents are considerable. Even
session to answer any questions you may have.
else, the' new apartment 're~emblesa::~ stark' Sparush,~ '; .. witli
littlcto workwithbere,helrtanages
to' come off
Item 2: We' have a very interesting Enrichment
monastery. But when Katherine gets stuck in traffic on'
relatively unscathed. His tirades are never overplayed,
the way to the farce, Albert resurfaces in Barbara Bush
Program speaker this week' Charlayne Hunter-Gault of
and when he expresses sympathy for the lone female
drag as Armand's wife and Val's mother. While Senator
The Newsllourwith Jiml.ehrer (formerly The Maciieilofficer on the submarine (played by Lauren Holly), he
Keeley is completely charmed by Albert's expert porLehrer NewsHour) will speak on Wednesday, March 27,
does not seem phony or cloying.
trayal of an old-fashioned housewife, Armand and Val
1996 at 4: 15 p.m. in the Moot Court Room. This event
Unfortunately, anyone who has ever seen "Stripes"
suffer nervous breakdowns trying to pull the evening off.
is being co-sponsored by the Black Law Students Assohas seen this type of movie done much better. The plot
"The Birdcage" is a very funny movie, but many
ciation.
is predictable and the characters are all too-familiar
observers will have, problems with it.' AIDS is never ..
Item 3: Any students interested in- assisting the
stereotypes. Despite the strengths of its lead actor,
mentioned and there is probably no more room for drag
Student Recruitment Committee in its telephone cam"Down Periscope" should be buried at sea. lJ
queen movies. Some gays may embrace the movie
paign to contact prospective students should get in
contact with Julie Stratigos (a3L who is the student chair
of the committee) or sign up to participate on the SBA
bulletin board on the first floor of Stockton Hall. .The
, calling takes place 6-8 p.m. on Tuesdays and Wednesfaculty members.
If you need a professor's e-mail
days in the Consumer Mediation Clinic. As an added
address, a list is available in the Records Office. Ifthere
bonus, complimentary pizza and soda are available for
by Douglas Luftman
are no copies left, ask the people behind the counter for
all callers.
assistance.
For now, that isall. Cl
Students have approached me and expressed exciteSecond, begin using the Internet. In particular, I
ment about the new computers in the computer lab. I too
would recommend checking out the Records Office's
am encouraged by the Law School's investment in
home page which can be found within the Law School's
technology. However, getting computers was the easy
web page (http://www.law.gwu.edu),under
one of the
part. I now pose the question to both law students and law
submenus. You can access the web by running Netscape
Two panels on careers in entertain- .
on the computer classroom computers. Some other
school faculty/administrators
alike, "Where do we go
interesting sites to visit are KuesterLaw (http://
from
here?"
ment law Saturday, MarchJO: 1p.m, Negotiation of
www.kuesterlaw.com),
Arent Fox Kitner, Plotkin &
The
library
under
the
direction
of
Scott
Pagel,
who
Contracts in the Recording and .Music Industry:
Kohn's
site
(http://www.webcom.com/-lewrose/
was
just
appointed
to
Assistant
Dean
of
Computing
and
Featuring:Ken Kaufinan of Roberts &' Eckard, Jay
Information Services, has begun the next step in preparhome.html), and Brobeck Phleger & Harrison (http://
Rosenthal of Berliner, Corcoran & Rowe, Thomas Lee
www.brobeck.com).
Also for good up-to-date news,
ing
law
students
for
the
future.
Law
students
can
now
of The American Federation of Musicians. 2:30 p.m.
check
out
CNN's
web
page (http://www.cnn.com).
sign
up
atthe
law
library's
reference
desk
for
one
of
three
Legal and Multimedia Issues Involving the Information
. different levels (Beginning User, Intermediate User and
Please feel free to drop a note in my box with any
Superhighway, Including a Discussion of Copyrights,
questions or comments about the computer facilities. I
Advanced User) of computer instruction.
the Internet, and the New Communications
Bill.
. Now .•. for those of you who think they know the
will be more than happy to address them in my next
Featuring:Paul Baker of America Online, Ellen Schned
article or discuss them at the next computer services
basics of e-mail, I recommend at we-step challenge to all
of Viacom. Areception will followat 4 p.m, Room
of
you.
First,
begin
using
e-mail
to
communicate
with
committee meeting. lJ
locations will be' announced; look for fliers posted
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Law Students
in
.
Court Program
Explained
.

,

'

By Ann Marie Hay
, Executive Director
D.C. Law Students in Court

..J

SBAUpdate
By Ed Mullen
Welcome back from Spring Break! I hope you all
had a great vacation and are rested for the homestretch.
The new SBA administration has been busy the last few
weeks getting acclimated to, our new positions and
setting an agenda for the upcoming year. We are looking
forward, to sponsoring social, community service and
educational events during the next year. 'In addition,
your representatives are always available to talk about
any issues affecting you or the Law School. The SBA
office is located in Stockton Hall 302A and our phone
number is 994-7150, We encourage everyone to express
their opinions and get involved in all of our activities.
$100,000 EMERGENCY FUNDVOTE
The Law School student body will vote on April I
to allocate the $100,000 that the .University allows the
students to use to fund programs that
believe are vital
to the Law School. The $100,000 was returned to the
students after student protests in the Spring ofl994 when
D.C. Law Students in Court and the Immigration Clinic
were threatened with closure. With the $100,000, the
D.C. Law Students in Court and Immigration Clinic
were able to survive and a Loan Forgiveness Program
was established.
'
There will be an open forum for students to question
groups vying for the $100,000; be on the lookout for
signs with times and dates. Please vote on April I to
express yo~ preferences. Thanks to Dave Stine for
organizing the vote on the $100,000 and establishing a
procedure that puts the power for allocation in the hands
of the student body as awhole.
STUDENT EVALUATION PAMPHLETS
The SBA, under the leadership of our new Director
of Academic Affairs, has compiled student evaluations
of professors and their courses from students who have
taken the courses. Most of the courses offered in the fall
are listed, though some of the spring courses have not
been compiled yet. We plan to build upon this first effort
to make course selection easier for everyone. 'The
pamphlets are available on the first floor of Stockton,
under the bulletin board. If there are none available, try
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are assigned to cases on the day of the arraigmnent.
Working with a supervisor, a student has primary re.sponsibility for a case from initial interview, fact investigation, legal research, discovery, motions, trial and/or
plea. Classes are held on Thursday nights, and students ,
also should set aside one day a week for court appearances. Applicants are encouraged to come down to court
and see this year's class in trial.
Civil division students represent low-income clients in Landlord and Tenant and Small Claims cases,
some administrative matters and a limited number of
Civil Division cases. Students must have a full day set
aside each week as their "court day", a day when they go
to couit and are assigned to assist tenants in eviction
proceedings. Assistance may be help on aone-time basis
(interviewing the client, explaining options, negotiating
with opposing counselor making a limited appearance
before the court) or it may involve laterrepresentation as
counsel of record. Tenants' living conditions are improved through LSIC representation because reluctant
landlords are often forced to make needed repairs and
many tenants are able to remain in their homes through
effective advocacy by student attorneys; Both landlord
'and tenant and small cases are jury triable. Students are
involved in initial interviewing, preparation of plead-

the SBA office.
EJF/SBA SHOPPING FOR SCHOOLS
,
In the last year, the SBA & EJF collected almost
$25,000 in. receipts from this effort: The receiptswere
.donated to Burroughs Elementary School where they
will be used to purchase educational materials. Thanks
to all students who donated their receipts. If you did not.:
participate in the drive this year, be on the lookout next
year so you can help out too. ,Thanks to Shari Horowitz,
and Kim Anglin for counting the receipts.
TVSURVEY
,
'

a.

There used' to be' TV in the former third floor
lounge that was unceremoniously ripped from the wall
and stolen from the Law School. Since then, there has
not been a TV in the law school. Though we are not in
Law School to watch TV, the SBABoardthinksitwould
be nice to have one. In addition to voting to allocate the
$100,000 on April I , we will be asking whether you think
there should be a TY:jn the Law School and, if so.where
, it should, be placed so that it does not disturb working
students or detract from thescholarly activities in the
school.
JREAD THIS]STUDENT/FACULTY
COMMITTEES[READ
THIS]
Student/Faculty Committee slots are now available.
If you would like to serve on any of these committees,
including faculty appointments, curriculum, tenure and
promotions, incidents of discrimination and harassment,
library, computer, or public interest, now is the time to
apply. Applications will be available on the door of the
SBA office and are due by 5pm, Thursday, March 28.
Interviews will be held Saturday, March 30 and Sunday,
March 31. Sign up for an interview time on the door of
the SBA office after you hand in your application:
This is a great opportunity to have a real and positive
impacton the Law School and to work closely with the
faculty and administration. Don't miss out. If you have
any questions about the interviews, EdPolk (I L) and Jim
Keller (2L) are the people to speak to ..
[READ THIS]EXECUTIVE
CABINET
AP-'
POINTMENTS[READ
THIS]
I am proud to announce the selection of students
who will serve on the SBAExecutive Cabinet. There
was a great deal of interest in these positions and the
quality ofinvolvement of all ofthe students who applied

ings, fact investigation, legal research, motions and
discovery and trial or settlement, all of course, under the,
close supervision of an LSIC staff attorney .
130th divisions require students to participate in a
week-long orientation one week before regular law
school classes begin in the fall. This week is mandatory;
orientation continues for one to two more weeks, then
students begin pick up of cases at court. Training
continues throughout the year in a weekly evening
seminar.
In the civil division there is a option of beginning
during the summer and continuing on through the fall
semester.
Written applications are available in the GW Clinic
Office. An interview with a supervising attorney is
required. Contact Nancy Kymila or Ed Shacklee forthe
criminal division and Ann Marie Hay or Ronald Minionis
for the civil division. Call 202/638-4798.
There is a one-semester Bankruptcy Program in the
LSIC civil division open to second and third year
students. Students learn consumer bankruptcy concepts,
provide information and counseling to walk-ins at LSIC
offices and file Chapter 7 petitions for income-eligible
clients. See Alice Sullivan Fitzgerald or Jeffrey Gutman
at GW. to register; For more information, call David
Wanger or Ann Marie Hay, 202/638-4798. D
was impressive. These positions require a great deal of
, work and time commitment and I commend all of these
individuals in advance for the responsibility they are
accepting. Those selected are: ABA Representative
Michelle Selig(l L Day); Assistant Treasurer Cris Alvarez
(lL Day); Director of Academic Affairs Jim Keller (2L
Day); Deputy Drs. of Acad. Affairs Elena Exacoustos
(2L Day), Dorothy Graham (2L day); Directors of
Community Affairs Amy Levenson (2L Day), Frank .
Vitolo (lLDay);
Director of Minority Affairs Kim
Futrell(2L Dar); Elections Director Dehlia Umunna (1L
Day); Finance & Budget Oversight Jon Cantor (IL Day);
ProgramBoardJohnRuskasky(Chair)(lLDay),Sandra
Miller (lL Day), Jessica Resnick (lL Day); Secretary
Julie Whang (IL Day).
STUDENT
GROUP SPACE/INTER-CLUB
COUNCIL
Robin Runge, Day VP and Inter-Club Council
Chair, held the first ICC meeting in our new office space
for student groups on Tuesday, March 5. The new office
space is in Rooms416 & 418 of the Marvin Center. These
'rooms include phones, and now, the promise of six 386
computers and two laser printers for use by law school
student groups. These facilities are a drasticimprovement for student groups and the SBA encourages all
student groups to use the new offices. Any questions
about the offices or the door codes should be addressed
to Robin
at (202) 785-4420,
994-7150,
or
gomyt@aol.com.
RANDOM THOUGHTS
Great job Leslie, Melissa, and all of LAW for
putting on another successful Belva Lockwood Week.
With the recent focus on gender bias in law school
classrooms, it is apparent that gender issues are as
divisive as ever. My hope is that this week will spur
continual advancement toward a Law School that is
respectful and understanding to the needs of everyone in
the community, including those of women and other
minorities in the legal profession. Discussion and recognition ofthese issues should not be limited to a week each
year.
Awesome Law Review Show! Joe D.- you were
, hysterical; Steve and Jay- great job; Steph- thanks for the
party, I know it was tough to pull off; Nikki- go on girl!
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